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The Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey is an organisation that 
has been tasked with the planning of 
transportation to provide economic 
development at a time when there has 
been a record increase in passengers and 
cargo volume. With this volume, naturally 
there is an increase in operating costs, 
one of those being the cost of auditing 
inventory. One way to leverage these costs 
is through the use of radio frequency 
identification (RFID) technologies.  

RFID
An RFID system consists of an antenna, 
a tag, a reader and a host computer system 
with a database to store the RFID reads. The 
antenna emits radio signals whilst the reader 
emits radio waves in ranges of anywhere 
from 1 inch to 100ft or more, depending 
upon its power output and the tag frequency.  

When a tag manoeuvers through the 
correct electromagnetic zone, which has 
the same frequency, it detects the reader’s 
activation signal. The reader then decodes 
the data encoded in the RFID tags 
integrated circuit (IC) and data is passed 
to a host computer for processing.  

The purpose of an RFID system is 
to enable data to be transmitted by a 
portable device (the tag) which is read by 
an RFID reader and processed according 
to the needs of a particular application. 
RFID container tags can be mounted 
on individual shipping containers. These 
tags can then be monitored and used for 
automated auditing purposes, ensuring 
the content of every container that is 
imported is taxed appropriately at each 
RFID-enabled port.

Research issues and objective
Studies indicate that because of the 

amount of congestion at ports, the tedious 
process of carrying out a manual audit 
may lead to sloppy data collection and 
inaccurate audits. If improved by 10%, 
then manpower would be reduced and 
more accurate auditing of inventory for 
export taxes may be enabled. This article 
argues that audits can be automated and 
reduce human error by 20%, which will 
allow for accurate tax collection from 
foreign exports. If we automate the 
process, we provide a means for using 
analytics effectively at ports.

Methodology
We wil l  use  a  sample  case  s tudy 
to highl ight  our  ca lculat ions  and 
conclusions. We hypothesise that the 
labour for performing audits at current 
levels  (assuming we audit  10% of 
containers arriving) at ports can support 
increased audit levels (we test up to 70% 
audit levels) with RFID automated data 
capture. Given this, the increased audits 
and audit accuracy can linearly increase 
export tax revenues. 

Critical ratio
Given that the amount of audits has some 
degree of randomness as cargo arrives 
in ports, there is a range of labour needs 
that could occur based on the amount of 
audits required. If we assume a normal 
distribution, we can provide a most likely 
amount of excess labour needed to have 
a 95% degree of success in meeting the 
audit accuracy goals. 

Sample scenario
If we assume a manual audit to be at least 
55% accurate, it will take an additional 80 
workers along with the initial 100 workers 
to perform the labour of the audit. Now, 

for an audit to be at least 90% accurate 
when you automate the audit process 
through the use of RFID, you will only 
need an additional 10 workers. We will 
assume the company ’s hurdle rate is 
33% and an average worker’s salary is 
US$75,000. 

Evaluating financial impacts
By reducing labour costs and increasing 
accuracy, it will translate into cost savings 
on labour and offer more tax revenue 
on the cargo, therefore allowing us to 
measure the impact this will have on US 
GDP. Our sample data is hypothetical 
and based on traditional inventory 
models, yet we know that manual 
inventory audits are about 50% - 70% 
accurate and that automating the process 
is closer to 85% accurate. 

Net present value (NPV ) analysis
We will use net present value analysis 
in order to compare two alternatives 
and determine which case is the most 
economically desirable. The cost to do 
nothing, that is, not implement any 
automation technology and perform 
manual audits will be our scenario one. 
Our second scenario will be defining 
the reduced manpower and increased 
efficiency through automated audits. The 
assumption here is that cash flows are 
deterministic and that they occur at the 
end of each time period examined.    

Definitions for NPV analysis 
When using net present value, a project 
is economically viable if the NPV is 
greater than zero. Moreover, a project is 
considered undesirable if the NPV is less 
than zero. In regards to our scenarios, 
the discount rate used in this study is 
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Table 1: Initial investment scenario two

Cost of Elements for Year 1 SCENARIO 2 ($)

Tags 15,000
Readers 82,500
Software 100,000
Implementation 63,360
Total cost 260,860

Table 2: Annual maintenance cost scenario two

Maintenance Cost Elements SCENARIO 2 ($)

Tag replacement 15,000
Labour 13,340
Total cost 28,340
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reflected as the current rate of inflation 
of 1.7% (approximately 2%). Using this 
value will allow for our analysis to be 
more conservative and the conclusions 
more clear. Since the minimum time 
period used by most companies to 
compare projects is 5 years, we will use 
a 5-year time period for our cash flows 
when calculating NPV. In order to select 
the most desirable project, we will employ 
an equivalent annual cost comparison 
using the NPV of our cash flows.

Auditing 
The minimum amount of labour is 100 
workers to perform an audit due to the 
size and volume of various ports. We used 
a base audit accuracy model to determine 
the level  of accuracy of the audit 
depending on the additional amount of 
labour needed to achieve this accuracy 
point. When conducting the audit 
manually without the use of RFID, in 
order to achieve a 55% accuracy rate, we 
needed 80 additional workers to help run 
the audit. Similarly, when conducting the 
audit with the aid of RFID to automate, 
in order to achieve a 90% accuracy rate, 
we needed 10 additional workers to help 
run the audit.

Manual versus automation
For scenario one, we will assume there 
is no initial investment since there is 
no implementation cost to consider 
because the current manual audit system 
is already in place and considered the 
baseline system. For scenario two, we 
have to consider the initial investment 
cost for the various parts of the RFID 
system. The cost of the various parts 
we have to consider are the cost of the 
tags, readers and antennas, software, and 
implementation. Assuming we are using 
passive class 1 tags for the contents 
of containers and Savi Sensor Active 
ST-676 with sensor expansion port tag 
for the actual containers, the costs are 
approximately $0.50 and $50 per tag, 
respectively. We will be using around 
5,000 passive tags and 150 active tags, 
equaling a total cost of $15,000.  

The readers are used to communicate 
wi th  the  RFID tags  and wi l l  be 

strategically located throughout the 
port. We would need approximately 15 
readers at a cost of $5,000 per reader and 
15 antennas at about $500 per antenna. 
This brings the cost for the readers and 
antenna to $82,500. The last element 
of the RFID system is the middleware 
software. The software acts as a traffic 
cop marshalling correct data to the 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
system presently in place. The software 
typically costs approximately $100,000. 

We estimate implementation cost by 
assuming that two technical personnel 
are assigned the task to implement 
the RFID system over six months. 
These technical personnel cost $33 
per hour full burdened. Assuming the 
two technical personnel work 20 days a 
month, 8 hours a day, over a six month 
period, these two employees would 
work a total of 960 hours. These hours 
equate to each technical worker earning 
$31,680 each or $63,360 for the two of 
them to implement an RFID system over 
a 532,000 square foot section of a port. 
For scenario two, costs are summarised in 
table 1.

Along with implementation cost, an 
annual maintenance cost will also be 
incurred every five years due to the need 
to replace tags and the labour needed 
to accomplish this task. For scenario 
two, table 2 summarises the annual 
maintenance cost of the system:

The cost for the audit includes the 
expenditure for auditors’ travel, lodging 
and food, which is nearly $4,491 per 
auditor. For the manual case, you will 
need around 180 auditors (for only 55% 
accuracy) at a cost of $808,380, and to 
implement the automated audits, you will 
need approximately 110 auditors for 90% 
accuracy at a cost of $494,010. 

Table 3 summarises the total annual 
cost comparison between scenario one 
and scenario two.

Conclusion 
Based on the results from the analysis 
above, implementing an RFID system 
will provide an economic benefit to ports 
that choose to undertake the project. 
The difference in the two net present 

values is approximately $400,000. As 
a result of this difference in the net 
present value, this would suggest that 
RFID would be an excellent choice for 
ports to pursue.

Table 3: Total annual cost comparison

Cost Elements SCENARIO 1 ($) Scenario 2 ($) % Cost Reduction

Audit 808,380 494,010 38%
Management 112,039 74,693 33%
Total cost per year 920,419 568,703 38%
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